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Is President Biden Intentionally Trying To Start WWIII?

Description

USA: The global geo-political landscape has deteriorated dramatically during the Biden 
Administration and the question must be asked: Is Biden intentionally trying to start WWIII? If 
so, it would continue the scorched earth policy of all those who want to “build back better” 
after the Great Reset.

Non-woke political scientists have already figured out that the Biden Administration suckered Russia
into invading Ukraine. If the late Zbigniew Brzezinski were alive today, this is exactly what he would
have done. Brzezinski was the Trilateral Commission co-founder that originally suckered the USSR
into Afghanistan; this wound up being their equivalent of Vietnam, with a huge cost in lives, armaments
and resolve.

It bothers me that Brzezinski’s son Mark, also a member of the Trilateral Commission, is the current
Ambassador to Poland. As nuclear rhetoric and alarmism abound, Poland’s President just asked to
have US nuclear weapons based in its territory. That’s another poke in the eye of the Russian bear,
egging it on to a more desperate fight. What role did Ambassador Mark Brzezinski have on this
request? Brzezinski reports to Secretary of State Anthony Blinken, who is also a member of the
Trilateral Commission. What role did Blinken play?

The messaging coming out of Biden’s own mouth seems oddly coordinated with
Russia/Ukraine/Poland: “We have not faced the prospect of Armageddon since Kennedy and the
Cuban missile crisis.” Armageddon? At a time when the world should do everything in its power to de-
escalate the threat of nuclear war, just the opposite is happening. Even war-hawk John Bolton, former
National Security Advisor under Trump, called for an outright regime change in Russia – not just
throwing Putin out, but the entire government system.

On the other side of the world, amidst the intensified rhetoric surrounding Taiwan v China, the China
Sea, etc., the Biden Administration just poked the Big Panda in the eye by announcing new restrictions
on technology exports to China. According to ZeroHedge,

The US Commerce Department on Friday unveiled sweeping new regulations that limit the sale of 
semiconductors and chip-making equipment to Chinese customers, striking at the foundation of the 
country’s efforts to build its own chip industry. The agency also added 31 organizations to its unverified 
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list, including Yangtze Memory Technologies and a subsidiary of leading chip equipment maker Naura 
Technology, severely limiting their ability to buy technology from abroad. 

China is furious and says it will cost America dearly after it figures out how to retaliate against us.
Again, the buck stops with Secretary of State Anthony Blinken.

Connect the dots now. It is already common knowledge that because of Russia’s isolation, it has
chosen China as its closet ally on multiple aspects: financial, energy, military cooperation. The US
seems to be setting up the evil Axis for world domination, forcing them all into a corner until options run
out to prevent total war.

Others are noticing this whole trend as well. Former Democrat congresswoman Tulsi Gabbard just left
the Democrat Party with the blistering statement: “I can no longer remain in today’s Democratic Party
that is now under the complete control of an elitist cabal of warmongers… dragging us ever closer to
nuclear war.”
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